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High Tech Factory
Continues to Expand
A great deal has happened at High Tech Factory since the ofﬁcial opening on
16 May last year. For example, the successful spin-off of the University of

Twente, Ostendum, was established in our complex towards the end of 2013.
This company recently won the Frost & Sullivan prestigious Innovation Lea-

dership Award; a best practice award presented to Ostendum for its porta-

ble laboratories that make a signiﬁcant contribution to medical diagnostics.
Our interview with one of the founders of Ostendum, Aurel Ymeti, is to be
found elsewhere in this Newsletter.
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Roy Kolkman
New High Tech
Facilities director
On 1 January 2014 Roy Kolkman came to reinforce the High Tech Factory

team as High Tech Facilities director. In this position he is responsible for

intended for innovative and auspici-

running and organising High Tech Factory’s production facility. High Tech

ous Twente business cases in the

Facilities is a subsidiary of High Tech Factory.

SME sector within the top sector of
High-Tech Systems and Materials.

Roy Kolkman studied applied physics at the University of Twente and obtained
his PhD from the same university in 2002. He then started to work as a researcher
on the development of new medical imaging techniques. Since 2010 he is wor-

Chips That are Changing
the Medical World

king for the University of Twente’s business development team as a patenting
expert. Roy will combine the management of High Tech Facilities with his work
for the university business development team.

Fast Detection of Diseases
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HEALTH INSURERS
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DNA AND HOME TESTS
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High Tech Factory in 2014
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7-11 April

Hannover Messe, Hannover (Germany), www.hannovermesse.de

9-11 April

Industrial Technologies, Athens (Greece), www.industrialtechnologies2014.eu

2-4 June

10th edition of the NanoBio Europe, Münster (Germany), www.nanobio-europe.com
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